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In the summer of 2000 I was lecturing to a group of international postgraduates from various East European countries in Skopje, Macedonia.
The BFI Companion to Eastern European and Russian Cinema, for which I had been a
coeditor, had just been published; I passed a copy of it to the audience.
I was proud of my work on this volume, as I thought I had managed
to do some particularly progressive things. The entries had come to me
extracted from the 1995 Encyclopaedia of European Cinema, which Ginette
Vincendeau had edited for the BFI with a team of collaborators\
the publishers now wanted to produce country- and region-specific
volumes; I was asked to update the existing East European entries and
add about fifty more. And so I did: I wrote a range of new entries and
thought through how the changing political realities in the region
should be reflected in the book. In an addendum to the Czechoslovak
entry, for example, I discussed aspects of sovereign Czech and Slovak
cinemas (since we now had two countries here). I left the general
Yugoslav entry intact, but then added material outlining the film
traditions of each of the post-Yugoslav republic. In anticipation of the

rumored breakaway of Montenegro from the fragile union with Serbia,
I even wrote an entry on Montenegrin cinema. These were difficult
decisions, and I thought I had done brilliantly overall.
At the end of my lecture, a young woman came to me with the
book in hand. She was dismayed, she said: the book did not include
an entry on her country, Ukraine, and wasn't this disgraceful? I was
stunned. Embarrassed, I browsed through the book. Yes, indeed, there
was no entry on the Ukraine. Nor was there one on Belarus, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, or any other of the former Soviet republics,
for that matter.
Only now did I begin grasping what had happened. I had diligently
dealt with what I had believed to be my part of the material ( all entries
related to the countries of what used to be called "Eastern Europe")
and had not considered the cinemas of the former Soviet Republics
part of my editorial responsibility; I had operated on the assumption
that the editors on the other-Soviet-side would have taken care
of whatever countries and cinemas had come about as a result of the
Soviet Union's fallout. We had never held a joint editorial meeting,
and it had never occurred to me that, as an editor of the East European
part, I should have taken responsibility to ensure the cinemas of the
newly independent former Soviet republics were properly covered.
Or should I have?
This text comes about as a reaction to the incident I just described.
It was not the first time I was confronted with the farcical postcommunist reconfiguration of the cultural space of the former Eastern Bloc.
Simply, it was the moment when I gathered it crystal clear that the
absurdity needs to be discussed openly. That one needs to scrutinize
the opinionated choices made in the period of volatile political conflagrations and to acknowledge that damaging distortions often gallop
through the emerging templates of rushed historiography. 2

realignments and readjustments
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When, after 1989, state entities in the former Soviet sphere dissolved, the
new nations claimed their respective territories. Dividing cultural legacies
along the new fault lines, however, was more sensitive than drawing state
borders. The Soviet sphere of influence vanished as a conceptual "bubble"
and the fact that over several decades it had encompassed a range of transnational and regional configurations in the cultural production not only
of Europe's central and southeastern parts but also of the Third World
(Africa, Central Asia, select Latin American countries) and the newly
emancipated countries of the "near abroad" (former Soviet republics)
went into quick oblivion. A host of pressing topo-temporal decisions had
to be made, breaking down the established space of cultural exchanges and
reinterpreting location, time and politics.

In the 1990s, the line that split Europe into two was abolished. Russia,
the constantly overbearing force, was pushed away to the east; the
space that was vacated this way was immediately filled by the reverie of
Europe as a righteous site of inherent affinity, the bond with which had
been continuously disturbed throughout history. The rush for emancipation from the coercive satellitism of the Soviet sphere and the turn
westward was often supplemented by the assumption of a sycophant
role in the "new Europe," manifested in a rhetoric that was at ease with
Samuel Huntington's vocabulary of (Christian) "kinship" and (Western)
"civilization." The public discourse was dominated by lofty aspirations for
a glorious rebonding with "Europe," a concept used ambiguously both as
geographical location and symbolic destination.
When it comes down to politics of place, cultural topographies
fluctuate and ideas about belonging change in time. The recent major
social and political changes in the former Eastern Bloc led to a situation in which cultural historians had to make a series of geopolitically
motivated choices and engage in an often unspoken remapping that
implied a significant degree of potential distortion. Some of the main
lines of the post-Cold War geopolitical repositioning were directly
reflected in these readjustments.
In this essay I will inspect those areas of fluctuating topo-temporal
mappings that appear particularly problematic and expose their
direct dependency on the reconfiguration of political and metaphoric
borders. I will look into several straightforward yet curious cases of
the realignment that governs Eastern Europe's ( allegedly previously
unified) cultural space-such as the reduction of Soviet to Russian
cinema, the extrication of East German cinema from its Eastern
European context, or the curious cultural disparities ensuing from
the Czech-Slovak split and the Yugoslav breakup-and try to work
out the methodological maze of intersecting yet incessantly shifting
frameworks of national, regional, and transnational approaches to the
study of cultural production and film historiography.
Two divergent trends seem to be clearly distinguishable here: a
drift into nationalism on the one hand, and the rediscovery of possible
cultural groupings of countries on the other. The first trend, toward
nationalism, is demonstrated in the outspoken nationalist rhetoric
that substituted for the so-called en bloc thinking across the newly
emancipated areas of the former Soviet sphere and reflected the backlash against the unwanted togetherness imposed in the earlier magnanimity of brotherly coexistence. The second tendency, the launch of
regional configurations, came concurrently with the reconstitution of
various new conceptual regions, now encompassing distinct areas of
reestablished "cultural kinships" such as Central Europe or the Balkan
states, even though concrete issues of boundaries and belonging remained hazy and prone to disagreements.
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the drift into nationalism

I am reminded here of the sish of relief from the author, who
orisinally was to write the Soviet national cinema book, when the
Soviet Union dissolved-"now, he declared, 'I need only write
the Russian National Cinema book. '"
-Susan Hayward, general editor ofRoutledge's
National Cinema series "Framing National Cinemas"
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A situation similar to the one mentioned here by Susan Hayward applies
not only to the Soviet film specialists. The Czechoslovak ones were relieved
of Slovakia and could now do only Czech national cinema; the Yugoslav
ones could focus on Serbia's film history. Everybody could now write
their national film histories ( and many did, usually in commemoration of
cinema's 1995 centennial).
Sticking to the national paradigm appeared prudent and sensible; a Polish national film specialist, Marek Haltof, made the point in
reviewing the BFI's Companion to Eastern European and Russian Cinema. 3 The
inclusion of entries here, he observed, was determined on the basis of
an obsolete geopolitical order and therefore the diverse assortment
of the Companion's entries "united" by a strained Soviet lineage was no
longer justifiable. "Although such books undoubtedly make sense
from the publisher's perspective," Haltof wrote, it made "very little
or no sense" to discuss academically "Polish, Georgian and Albanian
cinemas in one book." He would rather see "companions on 'less
ambitious' subjects, for example on particular national cinemas from
Central and Eastern Europe," because "the 'global approach' of the
BPI Companion results in a sketchy and patronizing treatment of several
vibrant national film industries." 4
True, at a time when the unwanted togetherness of the Soviet block
finally seems to be defeated, a "global approach" does not work. But
Haltofs view also propagated survival of the fittest as it implied that
some national cinematic traditions were more vibrant than others:
recent years saw the publication of English-language books on Polish
and Hungarian national cinemas, yet nothing similar happened with
the cinematic tradition of Georgia, for example (isn't this one vibrant
enough?). As a Bulgarian I am routinely asked if there is such a thing as
Bulgarian cinema at all. (Yes, there is, and a vibrant one too; only nowadays no publisher considers putting out a book on it). Drifting into
nationalism is not an option for the cinemas of countries like Romania
or Ukraine, either: if they are at all to be covered in books published
in the West, their only chance is putting up with the "sketchy and
patronizing approach" that Halt of identifies.

post-soviet cinema: russia's "imperial fatigue"
At the moment of this writing, the study of Soviet cinema has been more
or less reduced to the study of Russian cinema. It is extremely rare to see
studies on the cinemas of Belarus, Ukraine, the republics in the Caucasus
(Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaidzhan) or the Baltics (Latvia, Lithuania,
Estonia). With the occasional exception of symposia on the (now sexy)
new filmmaking from the Central Asian republics, the national cinematic
traditions of the countries of Russia's "near abroad" exist in a vacuum in
Western academia. The Russian (ex-Soviet) specialists are no longer interested in these academic orphans, while the East European ones do not yet
know them.
This situation may change with the advent of a new generation of
scholars who have now begun specializing in these national traditionsI know of someone who is completing a thesis on Lithuanian cinema;
there is a Ukrainian film specialist in Canada; an established American
film academic is spending a Fulbright year in Kiev; and a Byelorussian
colleague makes occasional appearances at Western events. The Baltic
cinemas will soon be covered by colleagues in the Nordic region; the
cinema of Moldova will be incorporated within Romania's cinematic
history; and the Armenian diaspora will take care of publicizing their
traditions, and so on.
Yet, why this rejection of the minoritarian Soviet cinemas by
Russianistsl Why this shedding off of layers of rich multicultural
Soviet dimensions? Why the treatment of the manifold dimensions
of Soviet culture as irrelevant and the tenacious deliberations on the
Russian core? A possible revealing explanation is, unexpectedly, offered
within the University of Pittsburgh's promotional introduction to its
2002 Russian cinematic event, suggestively titled "Imperial Fatigue."
Rather than giving up the dynastic-religious empire in favor of a
nation-state (like much of Europe did in the early twentieth century),
event organizer Vladimir Padunov argues, Russia had perpetuated its
imperial state by substituting the "dynastic empire for a socialist one;"
many decades were spent in cultivating the newly created colonial
space of a multicultural Soviet Union. This is why, Padunov writes,
"in the years after the 1991 collapse of the USSR, the critical task facing
Russia's leadership was not 'merely' the appropriation of an existing
structure. Instead, for the first time in Russia's thousand-year history,
the task was to forge a nation-state from the remains of Europe's last
multinational empire, the third largest empire in human history." 5
It sounds plausible: acknowledging its "imperial fatigue," a selfreflexive Russia needs to spend time introspectively meditating over
its national identity; one cannot expect it to cater for its colonial
outposts. In the past, the Russian heart was so energetic that it sent
vibrations onto a range of other smaller cultures and actively practiced
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cultural colonisation in regard to the other cinematographies in the
Soviet sphere. But now it is tired of these engagements; it wants to
emancipate itself and wants to be left alone. 6

czechoslovak cinema:
"coproductions based on close historical and cultural ties"
While Czechoslovak film history was treated, until recently, as a coherent
entity, it is now being broken down into two distinct cinematic cultures;
on top of that, it is claimed that this distinction has always been there.
Czech and Slovak traditions "co-existed as separate cinemas within a single
state from 1945-93," writes Peter Hames, "producing films in different
languages but at the same time enjoying major exchanges of personnel." 7
Writing also in 2004, L'ubica Mistrfkova notes that today films from
the Czechoslovak period can "be found in both Czech and Slovak film
encyclopaedias" and, "for the same reasons and criteria," they can also be
"deleted from one source or another" (quoted in Hames, Cinema, 99).
Discussing one of these disputed classics, Elmar Klos and Jan Kadar's
Academy Award-winning Obchod na korze (A Shop on High Street, 1965),
Mistrfkova calls it "one of the first Czecho-Slovak co-productions."
But how can something that is made within the same country be
coproducedl Coproductions, by definition, are realized between separate countries. (By the same token, Sergei Eisenstein's Ivan the Terrible
(1945), should be a Russian-Kazakh coproduction.)
Why is there this urge to present Czech and Slovak cinemas as
historically discrete? Isn't the hasty discharge of Slovak cinema from
the Czech embrace (an act that, essentially, assigns a juvenile cohort to
the status of a fully grown autonomous collaborator), simply a matter
of convenience? If Slovak cinema had been the "separate cinema" that
it is now declared tci be, one that was "coproducing" with the Czechs
since the 1960s, why is it that after the split Slovakia is pretty much "the
poor relation" (Hames, Cinema, 6) and remains continuously dependent on Czech postproduction facilities and a range of other services?
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ex-yugoslav cinema:
"proliferation of film historiographic entities to match
the various continuously redrawn state boundaries"
In Yugoslavia, cinema was one internally diverse yet integrated national
tradition before; nowadays the cinemas of Bosnia, Croatia, Macedonia,
Serbia, Slovenia, and even Montenegro are considered to have functioned as distinct entities. Earlier attempts to write the history of singular "national" cinemas within Yugoslavia were subjects of controversies:
a monograph on Croat national cinema from the early 1980s, for example, was attacked as a nationalist piece of writing and was only published
toward the end of the decade with the change in climate. But then, later in
the 1990s, the "national" approach became the norm, and film historians

in the new countries got engaged in perpetrating a (previously untenable)
view on separate national traditions that had happened to coexist within
Yugoslavia but had nonetheless been (and remained) distinct. In the 1990s
Berlin-based film journalist and Balkan expert Ron Holloway produced
special English-language booklets charting the history of Slovene, and
then of Macedonian, national cinemas. Extracting its own fraction of the
federal cinematic legacy, each one of the newly emancipated countries
from former Yugoslavia published its own history of cinema.8
Yet Serbian cinema remains the best known, and dominates in a
situation where the center often does not know or particularly care
about the cinemas from what it perceives as its periphery. The Belgrade
Cinematheque produced a compilation videotape carving one hundred
years of "Serbian cinema" out of the ex-Yugoslav state structures.
It is in this context that film historian Natasa Durovicova described
the process in former Yugoslavia as a "proliferation of new filmhistoriographic entities to match the various continuously redrawn
state boundaries," aiming to establish a new, principally Serbian,
(Croat, Bosnian, etc.) canon as well as a set of distinct "national" aesthetic criteria. She compared it to the publication of the One Hundred
Years of Slovak Film History volume that had appeared in late 1990s in
Bratislava, "figuring for a 100-year continuity where none existed 10
years ago (apart form Czechoslovakia)." 9

cinema of the german democratic republic:
europe's "secret enlargement"
During the Cold War, and for about forty years, the culture of the
German Democratic Republic (GDR) was an integral part of the culture
of the Eastern Bloc; its cinema was closely linked with those of the
other East European countries in all aspects of ideology and style. GDR
cinema was regularly included in the study of East European cinema.
Yet as soon as East Germany "returned" to Europe (in what George
Schopflin described as Europe's "secret enlargement") its culture vanished from all East European conceptual contexts. Less than a decade
after the reunification, the cinema of the GDR was no longer part of East
Central European film studies; a picture of a unified German cinema was
promptly stitched together.
First was the extrication of the GDR from East European frameworks and its amalgamation into Germany, a new context in which the
GDR effectively disappeared and was no longer spoken about as a separate entity. The 1995 Encyclopedia of European Cinema entry for "Germany,"
for example, refers to occasional East German films in the context of
the general German narrative but does not mark out GDR cinema
as a sovereign film tradition . The BFI Companion to German Cinema (1999)
further carves out GDR film from the Eastern Bloc and incorporates it
into Germany proper. 10 Speaking on East European cinema in the 1960s
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at the Berlinale 2002 retrospective, film historian Hans-Joachim Schlegel
did not make a single reference to GDR cinema (it was not the subject of
his talk, he claimed), thus ignoring the intense exchanges that defined
the output of the DEFA during the period. The new BFI German Cinema
Book (2003) was criticized for including too little on East Germany. 11
Effectively, this meant deleting an important dimension of cultural
history: many of the GDR developments had closely followed the logic
of events in the Soviet sphere and not the internal East-West German
logic (which set the new framework). Even though the traumatic
internal split of Germany is a key element in understanding both East
and West Germany, in the case of the GDR the Eastern Bloc aspect
was an equally important formative factor, as the GDR's entire nationbuilding efforts evolved around the idea that the new country would
act as a showcase for the bloc at large.
The concern over these knotty historical scaffolds is best articulated
in Katie Trumpener's essay "Moving Germany into Eastern Europe"
(little seen outside Germanist circles), which insisted that ignoring the
East European context of DEFA cinema "may have important intellectual consequences." 12
The East European attachment of the DEFA, Trumpener stressed,
had not only political but also important stylistic aspects: it was the
other cinemas of the Eastern Bloc-"particularly those of Poland,
Hungary, the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia"-that, "having led
the way in aesthetic experiment and political debate," had "captured
the interest and attention of the world." In this context, DEFA "looked
for the most part politically and aesthetically orthodox" ("DEFA," 95).
This view was echoed by German cinema specialist Eric Rentschler,
who described DEFA cinema (during the 2003 DEFA summer school at
Smith College in Massachusetts) as "bland" in comparison with these
other film traditions.
Given that many Germanists "hardly could have followed Eastern
European film history very closely" ("DEFA," 100), there is a drive
among Germanists (primarily those involved with the Amherst-based
DEFA Film Library) to reinstate the attention to GDR cinema's East
European context, to reintegrate East Germany with its defining East
European historicocultural geopolitical context. 13
236

sanctioned national cinemas: a causa perduta?,
All examples discussed here represent, in one way or another, an enhancement of "the national" framework: from the "disappearance" of the GDR
via its amalgamation into the larger German structure to the segmentation into small national traditions in the case of the Yugoslav breakups.
But this is happening in a context that makes it all irrelevant: the moment
is one where wider national cinematic borders collapse to give way to

increasingly trans- and supranational trends. Isn't committing to new
national frameworks today a causa perduta?
Exploring the ways international cinema is taught in the West,
Dudley Andrew identifies the insistence on "sanctioned national
cinemas" as one of the points in need of some more scrutiny. Why do
we still operate from a presupposed notion that equates nation with
homogeneity? he asks. The very idea of national cinema is in flux; and
we are witnessing a shift of conception whereby we must acknowledge
the "constitution of films as objects made and distributed in an increasingly global manner." Books and courses may still continue to cover
singular national cinematic traditions, he noted, yet "our students
should be encouraged to examine films and nations in contexts of varied size and scope" and pursue a "wider conception of national image
culture" that "insist[s] upon the centrifugal dynamic of images, yet
without surrendering the special cohesion that films bring to specific
cultures" and include concepts like "rooted cosmopolitanism" and
"critical regionalism." 14

regionalism as marginalism
From early on in the 1990s it was clear that the unifying and superficially
homogeneous notion of "the other Europe" would no longer work; the
cultural space of the Eastern Bloc was to be broken apart. One of the
common courses of action taken was the reduction to discrete national
cultures. The other path was to cultivate regional groupings; three new
cultural subdivisions-the former Soviet Union, Central Europe and the
Balkan states-grew out of this discourse, with the former Soviet Union
further broken down into Russia and "near abroad" (this latter is still
undergoing restructuring). 15 Some of the former East Europeans became
Central Europeans (and, more recently, surfaced as "new Europeans")
while others were relegated to the Balkan periphery; specific cultural
connotations came into play for each one of these spheres. Approaches
from sociology and cultural studies were deployed in the process of this
reconceptualization, often used without overt illumination of the underlying ideological motivation of the undertaking.
During the Cold War the conceptualization of Europe had been
linked to distinct economic and political structures; and East-West
divisions had prevailed. In the 1990s, the previously irrelevant tagging of
"North" and "South" came across as better suited for the postcommunist
era; it was applied to the region in a quiet consensus, with all the characteristics of the orderly, well-to-do and affluent "North" preserved for
Central Europe, then juxtaposed to the disorderly, chaotic and poor
"South" of the Balkans. 16 Postcolonial-type frameworks, referencing
dependencies on previously active empires, came into the picture and
became directly relevant. In the aftermath of the Soviet empire, earlier
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cultural kinships were called to the stage. New subdivisions were now
defined by the cultural links to former empires; based on the unspoken
premise of previous alignments, a new structure came into play and
the remnants of the Russian/Soviet Empire were juxtaposed with two
other spheres defined by the denominator of former colonial dependencies (the Hapsburg Empire for Central Europe and the Ottoman for
the Balkans).
The concept of Central Europe had been actively cultivated
throughout the 1980s and by the time of the post-Soviet emancipation
it had already grown into an established notion, even though it was
clear that the concept was of speculative nature and defined more by
benevolent perception rather than by a concrete set of exchanges in
the area of cultural production.
The countries of the Balkans, respectively, were encouraged to conceptualize themselves together as well. This resulted in real exchanges: film production alliances and various networks and events fostered
the growth of a Balkan cultural realm; and today intellectuals in these
countries are not only avidly interested in each other but are also willing
to collaborate. A new concept of Balkan cinema, juxtaposed with the
concept of Central European cinema, is coming into being; unthinkable
until recently, this new cultural geopolitics insists that the cinemas of
Greece and Turkey pair comfortably with the historical exploration of
the cinemas of Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, and Yugoslavia.
All these conceptual transformations result in more or less recognized conventions for the regional assemblage of national cultural
traditions into groups for the purpose of their study. But doesn't this
"grouping of countries according to certain assumed identities" mean
routine marginalization, as Peter Hames alleges?
"It is noticeable," Hames writes, "that in film encyclopaedias, most
English language and West European cinemas find themselves written
about individually, as 'national' cinemas while much of the rest of the
world finds itself appearing under 'regional' categories. The concept of
a regional cinema more often than not embodies a process of marginalisation with respect to cultures perceived as minor" ( Cinema, 4).
Yet, provided that the only alternative to regionalism seems to be the
drift into nationalism, one wonders what can actually be done to counter
this marginalization. Hames is quite right in his remark that the cultures
of Central and Eastern Europe are regularly "presented as an undifferentiated 'other' and tend to be marginalised or ignored" (Cinema, 10);
yet he makes his claim in the context of a volume on Central European
regional cinema that he has agreed to edit. Similarly, I may have comparable doubts and reservations about the groupings in the Balkan region,
yet I have entered into a contract to edit a Balkan Cinema volume within
the same series. 17 Ironically, the only way to comment publicly on these

awkward cultural groupings is to work from within the same perpetually problematic national and regional categories.
It is a situation of "take it or leave it," where I believe "take it" to
be the right choice; if we look for consistency in the way decisions are
made in regard to the categories for the study of world cinema, we
. will not get very far. 18 On one side the cinema of cultural conglomerates like India is treated, albeit provisionally, as a singular national
tradition, while on the other subjugated traditions are elevated to the
status of "national" cinemas (Scotland, Quebec). It is an interesting
situation in which people like us, concerned with the marginalization
of minoritarian and peripheral cinemas, have no other choice but to
accept regionalism ( even if it is in the hope of having the chance to act
subversively and critically) and perpetuate it.
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In their now classical book on East European cinema, Antonfn and Mira
Liehm name the presence of "a nationalised film industry" as the main
criterion for including various film traditions in their consideration. They
acknowledge the "inexactness" of the term Eastern Europe, yet they use it
to "signify the countries in that part of the world which found themselves within the Soviet sphere of influence after World War II." At the
same time, they bring into play yet another, more geographically specific
dimension-a map on which a straight vertical line just east of Moscow
cuts off the rest of the Soviet Union-that effectively rules over decisions
on what belongs and what does not, what must be considered and what
can be left out. It is due to this line on the map, they specify, that they do
not include "important film-producing republics" like Soviet Georgia in
their consideration, because they lie "to the east of the map border." 19
In other instances, the maps have not been applied as rigidly, yet
there seems to have been an equally stiff timeline that has applied
to issues of belonging. Like the Liehms's book, the 2000 BFI Companion
does not include (nor explain the absence of) an entry on Georgia. But
there are entries on Georgian filmmakers like Tengiz Abuladze, Lana
Gogoberidze, and Irakliy Kvirikadze, and even on Otar Ioseliani (who
has been based in Paris since 1984). Evidently, Georgians are deemed to
"fit in" even if only up to a point; and the decision on belonging seems
to be determined not by a country's location within or beyond Europe's
geographical borders but by changing temporal frameworks, flexibly
adjusted on the basis of the perceived degree of allegiance to Russia.
(There isn't an entry on renowned Lithuanian director Sharunas
Bartas [b. 1964], for example, yet there is an entry on Lithuanian actress
Ingeborga Dapkunaite [b. 1963], who, before emigrating to the West,
played in several Russian films .)
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Listing knotty inconsistencies and identifying instances where topotemporal criteria are announced and then twisted almost immediately
can go on for quite a while, but the point to be made is that we need
to grow conscious that varying boundaries in space and time do indeed
encompass intertwined mutability, and if we want to practice historiography competently we need to find a way to keep the interrelation
of time and space into account in some more supple way than we do
at present.
I believe it is particularly important to articulate such need, because
beyond "Eastern Europe" (which, albeit with difficulty, can more or
less be geographically and temporally defined) there is a whole universe of c·u ltural relations, the conceptualization and the study of
which escapes us almost completely for the time being. We do not even
touch on the uneasy questions about the position of Cuban cinema,
for example, or the film traditions of communist Vietnam or North
Korea, both of which sit uncomfortably in their respective local surroundings.20 The way things stand at the moment, I wonder when
( and if) there will ever be a chance to widen the narrow scope of our
current studies and find ways of recognising the fluid connectedness of
places that are not located next to each other and of points in time that
are not strictly chronological.
If distribution circuits were studied historically in such more fluid
and dynamic manner, for example, one would be clear today that the
pattern of cultural consumption that was linked to the Eastern Bloc
was considerably more wide-ranging than commonly perceived (from
the Soviet center to the peripheries). Due to the then active distribution
networks comprised of non-Western countries (China, India, the Soviet
Union, and a range of quasi state socialist countries in Latin America and
Asia, as well as newly independent countries in Africa), films produced
in Eastern Europe were granted a much wider international exposure
than it is generally remembered today. This scheme of thriving exchanges also included an intense trade in entertainment products, where East
European-made films of mass appeal ( comedies, action-adventure films,
Westerns, spy movies, and crime series) circulated widely and created a
jolly universe of undemanding popular distractions. All this was taking
place in a geopolitical context, the study of which has been suppressed
and diminished to such an extent that present day manifestations of consumption patterns linked to these past cultural realities (like the Ostalgie
phenomenon in Germany, for example) come across as bewildering and
puzzling, and are often overlooked or misunderstood. Ostalgie can be
translated as 'Eastalgia' (Ost is German for East); it is the nostalgia for all
things East German (e.g., films, fashion, locations), which developed as a
major cultural trend in Germany in the second half of the 1990s after the
German reunification (Wende). The best-known 'Ostalgie' films include

Leander Haussmann's Sonnenallee (Sun Alley, 1999) and Wolfgang Becker's
Good-bye, Lenin (2003).
A rich aspect of present-day cinema that remains obscured because
of the unyielding patterns in the exploration of the Eastern Bloc's
cultural dynamics is the neglect of the influences that passed from the
cinemas of the Second World to those of the Third. An elaborate and
intense system of international education operated across the Soviet
Bloc; it functioned as the basic tool for forging cultural and economic
links with the former colonial countries and became a tested mechanism for reinforcing desirable geopolitical influences. As far as cinema
is concerned, Eastern Europe's film schools were alma maters to a
significant number of today's leading filmmakers from various African,
Asian, and Latin American countries. If one looks closer at the work
of these filmmakers today, one would recognize in surprise their East
bloc schooling, thus opening up interesting pathways of exploring the
specifics of their style, narrative and intertextuality.
The loss of consciousness about these quasi-global dimensions of
the Second World's system of cultural production and circulation
worries one particularly today, when we work in classrooms full of
students too young to know what "Cold War" meant and how 1989
can possibly matter.
Multiple dimensions of previously active cultural barters have
become extinct from cultural memory and are treated today as nothing more than curious anecdotes. When I speak, for example, of Raj
Kapoor's Mera Naam Joker (My Name is Joker, 1970)-an autobiographical film in which this quintessential icon of Hindi cinema falls in love
with a Russian circus actress and dreams of emigrating to the Soviet
Union-and use the reference to the film to bring up issues of the
intense but neglected cultural exchanges between the Soviet Bloc
countries and India, it is all perceived as if I am pointing at an anecdote rather than at a possible sphere for disciplined research. Again,
my mention of the complex and intricate relations with China come
across as anecdotal evidence when I say that a number of Albanian
films are available today on VHS and even DVD over the Internetonly you find them from Chinese online distributors, with subtitles in
Mandarin. And yet again, in the absence of established historiography
frameworks, the fact that the Yugoslav partisan film Vatter brani Sarajevo
(Walter Defends Sarajevo, 1971, dir. Hajrudin Krvavac)-which in its time
was sold to sixty countries-came to be fanatically adored in China
where it is still one of the most popular films of all times, 21 remains yet
another example of exotic yarn.
Acknowledging the multifacetous dynamism of these exchanges
and engaging in studying them as something more than singular
idiosyncrasies is of essential importance for the robust reconstruction
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Figure 15.1
Exotic yarn or significant aspect of cultural trade: Veteran actor Velimir
"Bata" Zivojinovic pictured on the label of this Chinese beer brand, named
after the Yugoslav 1971 partisan chartbuster Walter Defends Sarajevo.
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of a richer and more truthful picture of the wider circuit of cultural
interactions that span far beyond the clear-cut lines of contacts that
we are satisfied exploring today. Yet, while the focus of concern is
only on the East-West relations and while all these other directions
remain ignored, we are robbed of all the rich multi\iimensionality
and are not able to recognize influences that may have come from
anywhere else but the West. The result is a one-sided exploit, turning
the practice of transnational historiography away from being accurate
and truly proficient.

writing east europe's film history:
anthropology of academic survival
I made the acquaintance of the editor of this volume, Anik6 Imre, after
I came across her claim that East European scholarship had remained

insensitive to general developments in film theory and cultural studies
and was making no use of the frameworks found within the discourses
on postmodernism, postcolonialism, globalization, feminism, and
queer studies. 22 I _not only agreed with these assertions but had also
spent a number of years trying to figure out why this was the case.
Today I still do not have the full answer, but I believe one of the key
reasons for the anachronistic feel that often permeates the research
into East European culture has something to do with the set-up of the
respective language departments and area studies centers in the West.
It is a big and complex issue; I do not have the space to tackle it
properly here. Yet I need to point at some aspects that I consider detrimental to the chances of East European cultural studies coming closer
to up-to-date scholarship. During the Cold War the nations within the
Soviet _Bloc were dominated by the Russians; it was an imperial configuration that came to an end in 1989 (but not in Slavic departments
and area studies centers in the West). While in the real world paths
parted, research in Western academic units remained dominated by
scholarship that was generated by the Cold War set-up and kept reproducing itself rather than hooking up with the new trends and concerns
that had come to preside over academia at large. Many Slavic studies
academics had shared an entrenched yet never publicly recognized disdain for the "brotherly" nations of the Third World that they had to
tolerate within the Soviet sphere. The aftermath of 1989 finally allowed
them to turn their backs on the subaltern periphery, so they failed to
notice that innovation in the humanities was ultimately coming into
Western academia mostly from these vibrant peripheries (via anthropology; postcoloniality; and gender, queer, migration, and diaspora
studies). Nowadays the majority of Slavic studies departments struggle
to attract students and yet remain archaically fixated on the customary nineteenth-century Russian literature diet with small-sized West
Slavic programs (Polish, Czech) coexisting in a downcast position, and
with an occasional Hungarian or Serbian thrown in.
The former centers for Soviet and East European studies have now
been renamed by all sorts of euphemisms, often avoiding a mention
of Russia while factually mostly engaged with the study of what is
officially not identified in the title. They either linger in living with
the ghosts of anticommunism or are committed to corporate-dictated
research agendas and actively seek out projects sponsored by big business or the military. The peripheral position in which studies of the
smaller cultures in the region are continuously confined is tolerated by
the respective academics, who simply have no other choice. Provided
they are not yet integrated into the European studies framework, those
whose research is on the smaller Slavic-language cultures fear extinction if they do not stick to the safe shoulder of the big Russian brother.
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In such a set-up the omission of Ukraine or of whole range of other
national cinemas from a film studies guide is an offence so minor that
it is not even noticed.
It is not that the situation will change very much once, in the
"new Europe," the cultures of Eastern Europe get integrated into the
European studies arena: academics engaged in research of the Eastern
peripheries will go on hanging about in the same tangential ranks, only
now they will have to learn that French culture specialists are entitled
to speak of"Europe" even though they may not know anything beyond
France, while Polish or Czech specialists are only sanctioned to talk
about their small corner of the woods.
Nonetheless, there is hope that, by making a quiet shift toward the
new European context and shedding off past Soviet legacies, countries
like Hungary or Romania will disappear from their former context
by withdrawing one after another individually, like the GDR, which
vanished much earlier; no matter that, on the way, one would need to
live through deprecating exercises like "being rediscovered" and treated as if one has come into existence yesterday ( asserted by all sorts of
situations where one is described as "emerging" or "nascent"). In order
to join Europe one needs to first disappear from the Cold War set-ups
and then reemerge and let oneself be discovered. 23
If one turns to scholarly publishing, it is difficult to say what would
be the situation with publishers if the academic set-up allowed for
a better and more meaningful yield. It is possible that if there were
vibrant output in cultural studies in relation to the countries of the
former Eastern Bloc, more and better publishers would be on board.
It is a chicken-and-egg kind of codependency. Each one of us can tell
stories of making the rounds with publishers who keep turning us away
due to the perceived unsexiness ( and thus lack of market appeal) of no
matter what valuable writings we, East Europeanists, may have produced. In the rare instances when editors get interested in our projects,
it is time and again they who dictate the framework for research based
on their ( often biased and discriminatory) ideas of what would sell in
a marketplace that they claim to have a grasp of. It is ultimately the
publishers and not the scholars who make the decisions of what in cinematic history deserves to be covered as a single national tradition, and
what should be included in whatever type of regionalist grouping.
Who am I, however, to call for a dynamic topo-temporal exploration of cultural history and, on top of it, to make all these arrogant statements? Why did I open this essay by speaking of "damaging
distortions" that "gallop through the emerging templates of rushed
historiography"? Am I forgetful about the old saying, "There is no
history but only historians"?

Born and bred in Bulgaria, I spent nearly thirty years of my life
behind the Iron Curtain, trying to be as open to the West as possible
(which meant taking yearly trips to the westernmost destination accessible to us, East Berlin). Back then we loathed the Russians for all their
controlling interference; yet today I know that most of the individual
representatives of the oppressor have never been really aware of the extent the Soviet rule was affecting us, so I am happy to drop any claims
and let them withdraw in their "imperial fatigue." Back then we cherished the West, yet today, after many years in emigration, I know just
how much of the appealing image that was projected to us had been
downright propaganda. I since found my Balkan identity in the process
of the realization that as a Bulgarian being rejected by snooty Central
Europeans who were now busily rediscovering their "European-ness,"
not the least by denunciating my fellow citizens from Southeast Europe
as insufficiently civilized, helped me find and recognize my true self.
I should also confess in occasionally feeling nostalgic for the Eastern
Bloc-not because I want it returned, but because it is gone and I cannot bear seeing the best years of my life invalidated in the context of
prejudiced and sweeping negative generalizations, which dominate the
current depiction of the period.
This whole examination is, therefore, a self-reflexive one. Operating
from within a marginal and restricted academic context, having had to
struggle to get out of the intellectual periphery and to overcome the
tyranny of publishers by using whatever means appeared acceptable, I
admit to having helped perpetuate some of the historiographic cliches
that I now subject to critical scrutiny. I organized my writing around
the "regional" perspective on Balkan and Central European cinema in
more than one book, and, even though I am likely to continue working within the same nation-transcending framework, I am conscious
that my original move to adopting the "regional" may well have been
because I wanted to see my books published. 24 I gave talks in various
politically loaded contexts that I did not particularly believe in ( e.g. on
Bosnian cinema and on Serbian cinema as if these were different traditions within what used to be the cinema of Yugoslavia). I proposed
to break apart Czech and Slovak cinemas in the Companion I edited; I
kept quiet over the extrication of East German cinema out of its East
European context; I did not even notice the fact that former Soviet
republics were left out and completely forgotten-all things that I am
culpable and concurrently critical about today. At the end of the day,
I am an academic survivor (and a successful one at that). It is not possible to be fully free from ideology; the least I can do is acknowledge
where I am coming from and allow my bias to be taken into account
when judging the opinions that I committed to paper in this essay.
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the editor and also with the two expert readers of the volume" and that
"it was felt that this was fine as the actual essays, if not the introduction
explicitly, did incorporate sufficient mention of North Korea." Yoram
Allon, personal correspondence with the author, May 2004. I should
admit I think such logic to be flawed. (If transposed to another context,
for example, one could say that if a book on Middle Eastern cinema did
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(London: Wallflower Press, 2004), 1, ridicules the "joining Europe"
rhetoric: If Hungary is only now "joining Europe," he notes, one wonders
where the country has been before.
See Dina lordanova, Cinema of Flames: Balkan Film, Culture and the
Media (London: British Film Institute, 2001); Dina Iordanova, Cinema of
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Film (London: Wallflower, 2003); and Dina Iordanova, ed., Cinema of the
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conceptualization of Balkan cinema as one dynamic entity. In Cinema of
the Other Europe I insist that certain sensibilities and features of Central
European cinema can be seen only if we look at the "forest" (region) and
not at the individual "trees" (nations). In Cinema of Flames I argue that
the Balkans should be considered together because they are marginalized, misrepresented, and vilified by the West in their totality (and not as
individual countries).
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